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Chapter

Reduction of Kernel Mechanism
Processing Time in Multimedia
Authoring Tool
Marvin Chandra Wijaya

Abstract

Multimedia authoring tools is a tool for designing multimedia documents based on
multimedia presentation scenarios designed by the user. Visual media (images, video,
animation, text, etc.) and non-visual media (sound, music, etc.) are combined into a
multimedia document. A multimedia programming language represents multimedia
documents. The core process in multimedia authoring tools is called the kernel mech-
anism, which consists of two mandatory processes: modeling and verification. Verifi-
cation carried out consists of time-computation and spatiotemporal verification. The
time needed for the verification process on a multimedia authoring tool is highly
dependent on the object or media. The relationship between processing time and the
amount of media is exponential, so if a lot of media is processed, it will take a very
long time. This is the main obstacle of a multimedia authoring tool at this time. The
incrementality algorithm can be applied to the verification process in order to reduce
processing time to verify multimedia documents. Based on the experimental results,
the processing time can be reduced by up to 75%.

Keywords: multimedia authoring tools, multimedia authoring attributes, multimedia
authoring modeling, incrementality, verification

1. Introduction

Multimedia authoring tools are tools that function to combine various kinds of
media into a multimedia document. The multimedia document is formed from a
combination of several media according to the temporal and spatial layout [1–3].
Multimedia authoring tools must have good performance to help users produce proper
multimedia documents [4]. The resulting document is represented using a multimedia
language, which currently uses several multimedia languages. A multimedia authoring
tool performs a kernel function in merging various independent media into a multi-
media document. In general, there are three main parts in a multimedia authoring
tool: the process of entering temporal data and spatial layouts, kernel mechanisms,
and multimedia documents. The three parts are executed sequentially, as shown in
Figure 1.
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One of the problems in the process of producing multimedia documents using
multimedia authoring tools is the time required for the kernel process. The kernel
processing time depends on the number of media inside the multimedia document, as
shown in Figure 2 [6].

The processing time occurs because many processes occur in the kernel mecha-
nism. Therefore, making the kernel mechanism process more efficient in terms of the
runtime process is challenging.

2. Multimedia authoring attributes

A multimedia authoring tool has several attributes that inform that the multimedia
authoring tool is functioning properly [7]. The attributes are service attribute, edit
attribute, performance attribute, and formal model, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1.
Three steps in multimedia authoring tools [5].

Figure 2.
Relation between kernel processing time with the number of media objects [6].
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Attribute editing is a feature provided for the user in designing multimedia docu-
ments. There are two factors that become parameters in editing attributes: ease of use
and expression. The editing process is the first part of the kernel mechanism in a
multimedia authoring tool. Multimedia authoring tools have editing attributes tools
including the editing process, user interface, syntax errors, error messages box, infor-
mation box, and others. The more facilities in the multimedia authoring tool, the
better the editing attribute value will be. Ease of use is a factor that underlies the
author’s ease in designing multimedia documents [9]. One of the ease-of-use factors in
the multimedia authoring tool is the user interface for the authoring proses, which
makes it easy to use [10]. Figure 4 is an example of a multimedia authoring tool that
uses WYSIWYG as a user interface.

The services provided by a multimedia authoring tool can be measured indirectly
by investigating the following:

• Formulate and find questions or goals.

• Search for data

• Conduct a preliminary study

• Data processing

• Data output.

Figure 5 shows the hierarchy of document multimedia.
Performance attribute is a direct or indirect assessment of the performance results

of the multimedia authoring tool. There are two parameters in the performance
attribute: incrementality and optimized verification. Incrementality is the ability to
process data by considering changes in input data that occur [11]. Software with the

Figure 3.
Multimedia authoring attributes [8].
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incrementality concept is considering the process of recalculating based on the
changed input data.

Verification is important in the multimedia authoring tool to maintain the integrity
of multimedia documents. Several strategies to verify multimedia documents include
analysis of editing process, time verification, spatial verification, and other validation.

Formal verification is a process to check a system that has the correct functioning
of the system. Formal verification is useful to check a system in software in producing
multimedia documents [12, 13].

Figure 5.
Hierarchy of document multimedia [8].

Figure 4.
Example of WYSIWYG interface on a multimedia authoring tool [5].
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3. Multimedia programming languages

There are several multimedia programming languages, such as synchronized mul-
timedia integration language (SMIL), nested context language (NCL), hypertext
markup language 5 (HTML 5), and others. Two programming languages that are quite
widely used are SMIL and NCL.

Multimedia documents can be represented using a markup language, called SMIL
(SynchronizedMultimedia Integration Language) [14]. SMIL is a recommendation from
the World Wide Web Consortium (www.w3c.org) for multimedia programming lan-
guages and part of XML [15, 16]. SMIL is a markup language similar to HTML and a
XML variant. SMIL can control multimedia presentations, for example regarding on-
screen layout and timing. The SMIL structure is defined by the module structure,
consisting of <smil>, <head>, and < body> elements. The SMIL structure is as follows:

<smil>

<head>

...meta information, layout, title, transistion effect.

</head>

<body>

... media, group, linking, animation.

</body>

</smil>

Nested context language (also called as NCL) is an XML-based declarative language
that represents multimedia documents. NCL has a modular structure that combines
modules into a language profile [17, 18]. NCL has the ability to create multimedia
presentations by creating application content on various existing devices. NCL as well as
SMIL can also determine the temporal and spatial space for the media to be played. NCL
has very strict separation rules between content and structure. This causes NCL not to
define the media content itself, so NCL must define the glue that holds the media
together and arranges them in a spatial and temporal form to become a complete
multimedia document [19]. Structure of nested context language (NCL) is as follows:

<?xml?>

<ncl>

<head>

<region Base>

. . . .
</region Base>

<descriptor Base>

. . . .

</descriptor Base>

<connector Base>

. . . .

</connector Base>

</head>

<body>

……………

</body>

</ncl>
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4. Kernel mechanism

There are two essential processes in the kernel mechanism: the verification and
modeling processes [20]. The verification process is time-consuming in a multimedia
authoring tool process. Therefore, modifying the verification process and using an
incrementality algorithm is necessary to improve its performance [5]. Modifications in
the kernel mechanism are shown in Figure 6.

The verification process in the kernel mechanism is added with an incrementality
algorithm to streamline its performance. The incrementality process will reduce
processing time in the kernel mechanism of a multimedia authoring tool [18].

Incrementality of time calculation verification is combined with spatiotemporal
verification process. This can make the verification process more efficient. The time
needed in the verification process will be better. The verification process is running as
usual in its original state, and there has been no change whatsoever. The incremental
algorithm will be applied when there is a change or modification process. The verifi-
cation process occurs for each object grouped by region in a multimedia presentation.
If an error is found, the system will inform the user. Eq. (1) is used to find conflicts
that occur in a region.

∀Mediaa, ∀Mediab, a<m, b<m,∃End mediaað Þ<Begin mediabð Þ (1)

Where:
Mediaa = Media Object a

Figure 6.
Modified kernel mechanism.
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Mediab = Media Object b
m = Number of media objects
Begin = Begin time
End = End time.
The incrementality algorithm of the time computation verification process is as

follows:

1.Prepare each object for each area

2.Convert the timeline form from two dimensions to three dimensions.

3.The process of setting the media based on time

4.For each area {

5.If there is a change in a media {

6.For each medium {

7.IF Media_end(i) < Media_begin (i) then give message

8.End for

9.end if

Spatialtemporal verification is used to verify objects in different overlapping
regions at the same time interval. Multimedia documents will be checked first to
determine whether each region is overlapping: spatial and whole overlapping. Any
possible overlap in each pair of regions will be included in a list. When the list is
complete, all media on the list are checked for broadcast times. The verification
process is applied to two overlapping media in different regions. In the incrementality
of the spatiotemporal verification algorithm, verification will be applied to objects
that the user has changed.

Boolean Eq. (2) is used to find two overlapping regions.

Lb>Lað Þ&& Lb<LaþWað Þ∥ LbþWb>Lað Þ&& LbþWb<LaþWað Þ&&ð

Tb>Tað Þ&& Tb<TaþHað Þð Þ∥ TaþHa>Tað Þ&& TbþHb<TaþHað ÞÞ (2)

Where:
La = left position of media a.
Lb = left position of media b.
Ta = top position of media a.
Tb = top position of media b.
Wa = width of object a.
Wb = width of object b.
Ha = height of object a.
Hb = height of object b.
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The incrementality algorithm of the spatiotemporal verification process is as follows:

1.Prepare the substrate

2.Convert the timeline from two dimensions to three dimensions

3.Organize media by time

4.For regions

5.Process the overlapping areas

6.Ends For

7.For overlapping areas

8.If there is a change in the media

9.For main region{

10.For the next region{

11.If the start of the main region < the start of the second region then

submit a message

12.End For

13.End For

14.End If

15.End For

The algorithm was tested using the SMIL language to determine its success. A
multimedia presentation scenario consisted of four regional layouts and eight video
media. The eight video media are displayed in a predetermined region, because the
number of media is more than the number of regions, and a combined parallel and
sequential scenario is designed. The scenario is designed so that all media can be
displayed correctly and can be tested using the designed incrementality algorithm.
The following is a multimedia document in the form of the SMIL language which is
used for testing the incrementality algorithm [5].

<smil>.

<head>.

<layout>.

<root-layout height=“110” width=“110” />.

<region width=“480” height=“480” top=“10” left=“10”

id=“area1” />.
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<region width=“480” height=“480” top=“10” left=“510”

id=“area2” />.

<region width=“480” height=“480” top=“510” left=“10”

id=“area3” />.

<region width=“480” height=“480” top=“510” left=“510”

id=“area4” />.

</layout>.

</head>.

<body>.

<seq>.

<video region=“area1” src=“movie5.vid” id=“id1” dur=“160”/>.

<par dur=“160 s”>.

<video region=“area2” src=“movie6.vid” id=“id2” dur=“160”/>.

<video region=“area3” src=“movie7.vid” id=“id3” dur=“160”/>.

</par>.

<par dur=“160 s”>.

<video region=“area2” src=“movie8.vid” id=“id4” dur=“160”/>.

<seq dur=“160 s”>.

<video region=“area3” src=“movid9.vid” id=“id5” dur=“80”/>.

<video region=“area4” src=“movie10.vid” id=“id6” dur=“80”/>.

</seq>.

</par>.

<par dur=“160 s”>.

<video region=“area2” src=“movie11.vid” id=“id7” dur=“160”/>.

<video region=“area3” src=“movie12.vid” id=“id8” dur=“160”/>.

<video region=“area3” src=“movie13.vid” id=“id9” dur=“160”/>.

</par>.

</seq>.

</body>.

</smil>.

When the duration of the “movie5.vid” is changed from 160 to 180, the following
process is

• Process: Dur1(par) = 160

Dur2(par) = 180

• Process 2: D1 (par) = D2 (par)

• Process 3:"par” is invariant

Where:
D1 = initial duration
D2 = modification duration
The verification process will get a value of D = 160 which is regulated in the coding

program, but a different value is obtained after the verification process. This causes
the algorithm to declare an error. The author will also receive information on the error
message in the message box on the user interface.
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Testing the incrementality algorithm in the verification process is done by
comparing the time of the verification process. The comparison being tested is an
algorithm that uses incrementality and without incrementality. Table 1 and Figure 7
show a comparison of the time needed to calculate the time using and without the
incrementality algorithm in the verification process. Based on the experimental
results, it can be seen that the incrementality algorithm has succeeded in reducing the
processing time by almost 75%.

5. Conclusions

Multimedia authoring tools combine and process visual media (images, videos,
animations, text, and others) and non-visual media (sound, music, and others) into a

Number of

Media

Number of

Region

Number media

per region

Time Required (with

Incrementality)

Time Required (without

Incrementality)

36 12 3 6 ms 31 ms

36 3 12 9 ms 69 ms

72 12 6 20 ms 129 ms

72 6 12 19 ms 137 ms

96 12 8 33 ms 180 ms

96 8 12 30 ms 174 ms

120 12 10 47 ms 238 ms

120 10 12 45 ms 229 ms

144 12 12 55 ms 297 ms

Table 1.
Process time comparison.

Figure 7.
Process time comparison graph.
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multimedia document. Currently, there are several languages for multimedia pro-
gramming, such as SMIL, NCL, HTML 5, and others. The core process in the multi-
media authoring tool is called the kernel mechanism, which consists of two mandatory
processes, namely modeling and verification. There have been many verifications and
modeling developments in multimedia authoring tools. Multimedia authoring tool has
several attributes such as editing, formatting, services, formal verification model, and
performance. All attributes must be met by a multimedia authoring tool to produce
efficient multimedia documents, errors, and others.

Based on the experimental results, it was found that adding media to a document
would result in a longer verification process, both time computation and spatiotem-
poral verification. The incrementality algorithm can reduce processing time to verify
multimedia documents. Based on the experimental results, the processing time can be
reduced by up to 75%.
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